Patient Financial Agreement
As a courtesy, Metro Eye’s billing department takes every step possible to obtain your
insurance benefits and will notify you of any pertinent information concerning your financial
responsibilities.
When you REPLY “YES” to your appointment confirmation text, or CLICK “Confirm Now” on
your confirmation email, you are stating that you have read this document and agree with
the following statements:
•
•
•
•

I understand that there will be charges associated with any visits to Metro Eye.
I understand that any charges not covered by my insurance that Metro Eye is aware of
will be collected at the time of service.
I understand that it is my responsibility to provide (and update) all insurance
information to Metro Eye, prior to my visit.
I understand that after my insurance has been billed, any charges that remain
uncovered will be invoiced to me directly.

Routine VisitsComprehensive Eye Exam: $158 for Existing Patients, $175 for New Patients ($175 for Existing
Patients not seen at Metro Eye in over 3 years, per Medicare guidelines)
Contact Lens Fitting: $89-185* range based on lens type, measurements, your lifestyle and
other specifics determined by your doctor
*Specialty or Medically Necessary Cl Fittings are provided at varying costs. Contact lens patients
who require these fittings will be contacted prior to their visit to clarify all fees beforehand.

Medical Office VisitsFees for medical visits range from $66-$285, plus various costs relating to any additional health
tests that the doctor orders for you. Metro Eye will collect any copays (or 20% of the charges) if
subject to an unmet deductible at the time of your visit. After your insurance has been billed to
its fullest extent, any charges that remain uncovered will be invoiced to you directly as “patient
responsibility.”

MaterialsCharges associated with items such as glasses, eyeglass lenses, contact lenses, eye treatments
and dry eye supplies vary and will be fully explained before any materials are ordered. Full
payment is due for materials when your order is placed.
Any discounts and/or insurance benefits available through Metro Eye will be explained at the
time of your visit.

